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Abstract. In recent years, social media has changed the way people
communicate and share information. For example, when some important
and noteworthy event occurs, many people like to “tweet” (Twitter) or
post information, resulting in the event trending and becoming more
popular. Unfortunately, spammers can exploit trending topics to spread
spam more quickly and to a wider audience. Recently, researchers have
applied various machine learning techniques on accounts and messages
to detect spam on Twitter. However, the features of typical tweets can
be easily fabricated by the spammers. In this work, we propose a graph-
based approach that leverages the relationship between the named enti-
ties present in the content of the tweet and the document referenced
by the URL mentioned in the tweet for detecting possible spam. It is
our hypothesis that by combining multiple, heterogeneous information
together into a single graph representation, we can discover unusual pat-
terns in the data that reveal spammer activities - structural features that
are difficult for spammers to fabricate. We will demonstrate the useful-
ness of this approach by collecting tweets and documents referenced by
the URL in the tweet related to Twitter trending topics, and running
graph-based anomaly detection algorithms on a graph representation of
the data, in order to effectively detect anomalies on trending tweets.

Keywords: Twitter · Spam detection · Anomaly Detection ·
Graph-based anomaly

1 Introduction

Twitter, a popular social media, or micro-blogging, site, allows users to post
information, updates, opinions, etc. using tweets. Given its wide-spread popu-
larity for immediately sharing thoughts and ideas, adversaries try to manipulate
the micro-blogging platform and propagate off-topic content for their selfish
motives [1,2]. Compounding the issue, as the popularity increases around a cer-
tain event, more people tweet about the topic, thereby increasing its “trending”
rate. Spammers then exploit these popular, trending Twitter topics to spread
their own agendas by posting tweets containing keywords and hash-tags of the
trending topic along with their misleading content. Ideally, one would like to be
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able to identify anomalous tweets on a trending topic that have the potential to
mislead the population, or even possibly cause further harm. Currently, Twit-
ter allows users to report spam, and after an investigation, an account can be
suspended. However, suspending a spam account is not an efficient technique to
deal with spam related to trending topics because the suspension process is slow,
and the trending topics usually last for only a few hours or a day at most [2].
Therefore, the focus of the anomaly detection on trending topics in this work is
on the detection of tweets containing spam, instead of detecting spam accounts.

One of the more malicious activities involves a spammer who includes a
URL in the tweet, leading the reader to a completely unrelated website. It is
reported that 90% of anomalous tweets contain unrelated or misleading URLs
[1,3]. People use shortened URLs or links in their tweet because of the limited
number of characters (280) available in the tweet. Since it is common for tweets
to include shortened text, so as to fit within the character limits, spammers
can conceal their unrelated/malicious links with shortened URLs. Hence, the
problem with a shortened URL is that users do not know what is the actual
domain until the link is clicked. The existing approaches for spam detection on
Twitter use various machine learning tools on user-based features (e.g. number
of followers, number of tweets, age of the user account, number of tweets posted
per day or per week, etc.) and content-based features (e.g. number of hashtags,
mentions, URL, likes, etc.) [1,3–9]. Though user and content-based features can
be extracted efficiently, an issue is that these features can also be fabricated
easily by the spammer [2,10,11]. However, being able to hide an inconsistency
between the topic of a tweet and the topic of the document referred by URLs in
the tweet is much harder [2,12].

In this work, we propose an unsupervised, two-step, graph-based approach
to detect anomalous tweets on trending topics. First, we extract named enti-
ties (like place, person, organization, product, event, or activity) present in the
tweet and add them as key elements in the graph. As tweets on a certain topic
share the contextual similarity, we believe they also share same/similar named
entities. These named entities representing relevant/similar topics can have a
relationship (e.g., shared ontology) amongst themselves, which we believe if rep-
resented properly, will provide broader insight on the overall context of the topic.
As such, graphs can be a logical choice for representing these kinds of informa-
tion where a node can represent a named entity and an edge can represent the
relationships between them. Using a well-known graph-based tool like GBAD
[13], we then discover the normal and anomalous behavior of a trending topic.
Second, we propose adding hyperlinked document information because anoma-
lies that could not be detected from tweets alone could be detected using both
the document and tweets. It is our assumption that a better understanding of
patterns and anomalies associated with entities like person, place, or activity,
cannot be realized through a single information source, but better insight can be
realized using multiple information sources simultaneously. For instance, one can
discover interesting patterns of behavior about an individual through a single
social media account, but better insight into their overall behavior can be realized
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by examining all of their social media actions simultaneously. Analyzing multi-
ple information sources for anomaly detection on Twitter has been explored in
the past. For example, the inconsistencies between the tweet and the document
referred to by a URL in the tweet using cosine similarity [12] and a language
model [2] were studied for potential anomaly detection. But, the cost for [2] is
high as each tweet with a link is treated as a suspect and [12] need a predefined
source of reliable information for each topic which makes these approaches less
flexible in real-time trending topics.

Using the above mentioned 2-step approach, we aim to detect the following
types of spam/anomalies in trending tweets that are consistent with the spam
scenarios listed by Twitter [14].

1. Keyword/Hashtag Hijacking : Using popular keywords or hashtags to promote
the tweet that are not related to the topic. This is done to promote anomalous
tweets to a wider audience by hijacking popular hashtags and keywords.

2. Bogus link : Posting a URL that has nothing to do with the content of the
tweet. This is done to generate more traffic to the website. Another scenario of
bogus link is link piggybacking. For example, posting an auto redirecting URL
that goes to legitimate website but only after visiting an illegitimate website.
Another way is to post multiple links where one link can be a legitimate link
while another can be a malicious or unrelated link. The motivation behind link
piggybacking is to generate traffic to the illegitimate website by concealing
the link inside a legitimate website. This can also be accomplished by using
a tiny URL.

To verify our approach, we collect tweets (containing URLs) related to two
separate (and very different) trending topics during the summer of 2018: FIFA
World Cup and NATO Summit (Sect. 3). We then construct graphs using infor-
mation from the tweet text and the document referred inside the tweet (Sect. 4),
followed by using a graph-based anomaly detection tool (Sect. 5). We then com-
pare the performance of our proposed approach with several existing approaches
to show the effectiveness of a graph-based approach (Sect. 6).

2 Related Work

Anomaly detection in Twitter data can be about detecting anomalous/spam
accounts or about detecting anomalous/spam tweets. Verma et al. [5] summa-
rize spam account detection techniques in Twitter along with their analysis and
comparison. Similarly, Tingmin et al. [15] present the detailed analysis, discus-
sion and comparative studies of existing approaches on both spam accounts and
spam tweets detection. Most of the approaches for detecting spam accounts use
user-based and content-based features. Benevenuto et al. [1] use SVM on 62 sets
of user-based and content-based features to classify spammer and non-spammer
accounts. Soman and Murugappan [16] use fuzzy K-mean clustering to group
the similar user profiles with the same trending topics, and an extreme learning
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machine (ELM) algorithm is applied to analyze the growing characteristics of
spam with similar topics in Twitter from the clustering result.

Wu et al. [17] propose WordVector and deep-learning techniques to extract
text-based features that are hard to fabricate by the spammer. These features are
then fed into traditional classifiers. Boididou et al. [18] propose a semi-supervised
approach based on bagging that uses different sets of tweet-based (TB) and
user-based features (UB). Meda et al. [9] apply Random Forest by using only 5
features on the same dataset used by [1] and got comparable results to [1]. Ameen
and Kaya [6] compare the performance of Naive Bayes, Random Forest, J48 and
IBK classifiers to classify 1135 user accounts into spammer and non-spammer
accounts. They report that Random Forest shows the best results among the
four classifiers. Another approach that demonstrates the superiority of Random
Forest over other machine learning algorithms (Näıve Bayesian, Support Vector
Machine, and K-NN) to detect spam accounts is by McCord and Chuah [8].

Chao et al. [11] collected over 600 million public tweets, labelled around 6.5
million spam tweets, extracted 12 light weight statistical features, and conduct
experiments on different machine learning algorithms simulating various scenar-
ios. They did so to better understand the effectiveness and weakness of different
algorithms for timely Twitter spam detection. Though user and content-based
features can be extracted efficiently, an issue is that these features can also be
fabricated easily by the spammer [2,10,11]. A more sophisticated approach by
Wang [4] uses content-based along with graph-based features on a user’s “fol-
lower” and “friend” relationships. These features are provided to a Bayesian
classifier for classifying spam and non-spam accounts. Yang et al. [19] designed
another sophisticated and robust approach by analyzing evasive techniques of
a spammer. They propose the use of 10 detection features: 3 graph-based, 3
neighbor-based, 3 automation-based, and 1 timing-based feature as the input
for several machine learning algorithms. Lee et al. [20] use social honeypots for
harvesting deceptive spam accounts and perform statistical analysis on a spam
account’s properties to create spam classifiers to actively filter out existing and
new spammers.

Besides spam account detection, there has been some research focusing on
anomalous content. The author in [7,21] propose an anomalous tweet detection
scheme by leveraging the features of embedded URL in the tweets. URL-based
features show the discriminative power for classifying spam but these schemes
can only detect anomalous tweets containing URLs and miss anomalous tweets
containing only text or fabricated URLs [22]. Anantharam et al. [12] analyze
tweet content along with documents referenced in the URL for assessing their
relevance to an event/topic. Gupta et al. [23] propose the framework that takes
the user-based, content-based and tweet-text features to classify the tweets using
a Neural Network with accuracy up to 91.65%. Song et al. [10] use distance and
connectivity between a message sender and a message receiver by constructing
directed graphs based on the following and followed relations in Twitter to decide
whether the message is spam or not. Martinez-Romo and Araujo [2] effectively
classified trending tweets as spam or non-spam by exploiting the divergence
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between the statistical language models in the topic, the tweet, and the page
linked from the tweet. This was based on the fact that if the tweet is spam,
language models are likely to be different as the spammer usually tries to divert
traffic to sites that have no semantic relation [2].

Though the use of graph-based features have better results in detecting spam
accounts/tweets [4,10,19], little or no work has been done applying graph mining
techniques to detect anomalous URL links in tweets. Graphs provide a powerful
machinery for effectively capturing the long-range correlations among interde-
pendent data objects/entities. Graph-based approaches have been successfully
applied for anomaly detection in a wide array of applications [24]. Therefore,
we plan to extend a graph-based approach for detecting spam tweets on trend-
ing topics. In this work, we will use the publicly-available graph-based anomaly
detection (GBAD) tool [13] that has been used for detecting network intrusions
[25,26], reporting anomalies in telecom data [27], discovering unusual elderly
patient activities in a smart homes [28], detecting anomalous activity and poten-
tial fraud scenarios in medicare claim files [29], etc.

3 Data

The dataset used in this research consists of tweets and documents (primarily
news stories) mentioned in the tweets. The detailed process of data collection
and the description of data is presented in this section.

The data was collected using Twitter’s standard search API. We collected
tweets related to two trending topics, “FIFA World Cup” and “NATO Summit”,
during the summer of 2018. The results from Twitter’s search API contains tweet
text, Twitter handle name, any hashtags and URLs mentioned in the tweet, as
well as all publicly available information about the user including their name.
The data for tweets is a JSON dump of individual tweets.

We added a news filter onto the query to gather a sample of tweets containing
links to news articles. We also added a filter for the English language so that we
only get English tweets. We observed that the textual content of some tweets is
the same as the title of the news (referred by the URL). Since our objective is
to combine multiple sources of information together to learn new information,
these particular tweets (containing the title of the news) does not provide any
additional content (i.e. redundant). So, we used a python-based library called
“difflib” to filter out tweets whose text content matches the title of the article
referred by the URL in the tweet. To acquire the news information from the
news URL, we used a python-based crawler called “Newspaper”1. Using News-
paper, we extracted the news title, body, summary, author name, published
URL, domain name of the published website, and published date. Because of
the challenges like dead URLs, URLs leading to multimedia content (videos or
photos), non-English tweets, and links to non-English documents, the resulting
dataset is smaller than we hoped. But, as we will show, it still demonstrates the
effectiveness of our proposed approach in addressing the problem.
1 https://github.com/codelucas/newspaper.
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Table 1. Total number of tweet/news and anomalies in each topic

Trending topic Total tweet/news Anomalies

Keyword hijacking Bogus link Total

World Cup 1,463 2 20 22

NATO Summit 1,716 0 11 11

After data collection, we manually inspected the data for the amount of spam
present in the dataset so that we can measure the performance of our approach.
It should be noted that our approach is unsupervised and does not need any
labelled data. We used the following criteria that are consistent with [1] to label
the spam tweet.

– If the tweet has keywords related to the trending topic but the document
referred by the URL does not have any.

– If the tweet has multiple links and if any of the links refer to a document not
related to the trending topic.

– If the tweet has a URL that redirects to an unrelated website before redi-
recting to the related website. This usually occur when the tweet has a tiny
URL.

Table 1 shows the number of tweets/news and anomalies in two datasets. The
datasets are publicly available on https://rpaudel42.github.io/pages/dataset.
html.

4 Methodology

The tweets on a certain topic should have contextual similarity. It is our
assumption that this contextual similarity can be perceived by the presence of
same/similar named entities in the tweet. One of the key ideas of our approach is
to extract these named entities, in addition to user- and content-based features,
and map their relationships using a graph. We also assume that two indepen-
dent named entities are considered related if they share a common ontology.
We believe these entities and their relationships (ontology) will provide valuable
information about the context of the tweet. First, we will run anomaly detection
on a graph using the information (named entity, user-based and content-based
features) from the tweets. Second, we will run anomaly detection on a graph
using information from both the tweets and the documents referred by the URL
in the tweet. This will allow us to demonstrate that new anomalies can be dis-
covered using information from multiple sources related to same entity (trending
topic) which otherwise could not haven been detected using single source (tweet).
The basic methodology aimed at discovering anomalies in trending Twitter top-
ics consists of four key modules: Named Entity Extractor, Ontology Generator,
Graph Parser and Graph-Based Anomaly Detection, as shown in Fig. 1. We will
discuss each of these modules briefly in the following section.
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Fig. 1. Basic methodology used for experiment

4.1 Named Entity Extractor

Named entities are the real-world objects (either abstract or physical) like place,
person, organization, company, date, time, etc. that can be denoted with a proper
name. For our experiments, we focus particularly on three types of named enti-
ties: PERSON, ORGANIZATION and LOCATION. The python based Natural
Language toolkit, NLTK [30], is used for extracting named entities from news
and tweets. NLTK provides a classifier that has already been trained to recognize
named entities. We collected the named entities by using the NLTK ne chunk()
function. Then, extracted entities are passed to the Ontology Generator for gen-
erating the ontology.

4.2 Ontology Generator

The primary use of an ontology in information systems is the description and
structuring of shared knowledge [31]. Extracting an ontology for entities that
share common structure provides added knowledge about those entities. We
used DBpedia for generating the ontology. The DBpedia project has a large-
scale knowledge base that extracts structured data from Wikipedia [32]. We
created a python based script to query DBpedia by passing a named entity
and its class (person, organization or location) to the API. The result is an
ontology hierarchy that can be represented in graph form. A sample snapshot of
the ontology structure for the class “Place” is given in Fig. 2. The leaf node in
Fig. 2 (represented by a rectangle) are the Named Entities. For example, if the
named entity is “Nashville”, the result will be the hierarchy [Place→ Populated
Place→Settlement→City→Nashville]. There can be ambiguity between entities
that share common names but have no shared structure. For example, the entity
“Apple” can be a technology company or a fruit. To avoid this ambiguity, we
used “Apple” as the query string and “Organization” as the query class for
generating an ontology for the company “Apple”; and “Apple” as the query
string and “Fruit” as the query class for generating an ontology for the fruit
“Apple”. But if entities belong to the same ontology class (two people with
same name, like John Doe the Businessman and John Doe the Athlete), the
ambiguity still exists.
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Fig. 2. Example of ontology for class place.

In this case, we have chosen to use the ontology of the first result returned by
DBpedia API as that is the most likely match (i.e., most popular). The hierarchy
thus generated is then passed to the Graph Parser for creating the graph used
for our experiments.

4.3 Graph Parser

The desired input for our anomaly detection is a graph file. In order to create
a graph input file, we created a Python-based parser that reads the data from
the tweet and the news referred by the URL, and constructs the graph. The
experiment is done on two graphs: a graph using information from just the
tweets, and a graph using both news and tweet information. We named them
Tweet Graph and Mixed Graph respectively. The basic layout of the Mixed Graph
is shown in Fig. 3 and the process of creating the graph is described below.

In the graph, we include three content-based features (mentioned twitter
handle, hashtag, and tweet posted date) and two user-based features (location
and description). While we are extracting location and description as the two
user-based features in the graph, we ignore other attributes like screen name,
language, timezone, etc. because we cannot extract named entities (place, person,
and organization) from these attributes. The Twitter account is represented by a
“handle” node in the graph. If the Twitter account has a description, we extract
the named entity (along with the ontology hierarchy) from the description and
link them to the “handle” node with an edge “is about”. Similarly, the location is
linked to the “handle” node using an edge “is from”. For example, if the handle
has a location “New York” and a description “NYU Grad students, blogger,
coffee lover”, the Named Entity Extractor will extract ‘NYU” and “Blogger” as
the organization. This graph will therefore represent the person who is a New
York University graduate student living in “New York” and loves to blog. An
edge “post” between the Twitter handle and “tweet” represents that a handle
posted the tweet. The entity “hashtag”, is linked to a tweet node with a “has”
edge. The named entity (with their ontology hierarchy) extracted from the tweet
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Fig. 3. Graph layout showing news-tweets features, named entities and their ontology.
Dotted line represents multiple node or edge.

text are linked to the tweet node with a “has” edge. Tweet posted date is
represented as an edge labelled “post on” between “tweet” and “date” nodes.
In addition, day, month, and year values are added as attributes for the date
node.

The news is represented by a “news” node in the graph. The information
from the news mentioned by the URL can be added to a Tweet Graph to create
the Mixed Graph. This can be done by adding an edge labelled “mentioned”
between “handle” and “news” nodes. Two features, published date and the
publisher media, are added to the graph by representing them as a node in Mixed
Graph. The News published date is represented as an edge labelled “published on”
between “news” and “date” nodes. Again, day, month and year values are added
as attributes for the date node. The relationship between “media” and “news” is
represented by an edge labelled “published in”, and the media name is added as
an attribute to “media”. Named entities and their ontology are extracted from
news text and added to the graph in similar way as it is done in a tweet text. It
should be noted that Fig. 3 is just a visualization, as the actual graph input files
are plain ASCII text files. The number of vertices and edges on the Tweet Graph
and the Mixed Graph constructed for each of the datasets is shown in Table 2.

4.4 Graph-Based Anomaly Detection

In order to lay the foundation for this effort, we hypothesize that a real-world,
meaningful definition of a graph-based anomaly is an unexpected deviation to a
normative pattern, which is defined as follows:

Definition 1. A labeled graph G = (V,E, F ), where V is the set of vertices (or
nodes), E is the set of edges (or links) between the vertices, and the function F
assigns a label to each of the elements in V and E.
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Table 2. Number of vertices and edges in graphs for both dataset

Graph name Number of vertices Number of edges

FIFA World Cup Dataset

Tweet Graph 23,603 22,140

Mixed Graph 88,887 87,424

NATO Summit Dataset

Tweet Graph 28,116 26,400

Mixed Graph 90,224 88,508

Definition 2. A subgraph SA is an anomalous in graph G if (0 < d(SA, S) <
TD) and (P (SA|S) < TP ), where P (SA|S) is the probability of an anomalous
subgraph SA given the normative pattern S in G. TD bounds the maximum
distance (d) an anomaly SA can be from the normative pattern S, and TP
bounds the maximum probability of SA.

Definition 3. The score of an anomalous subgraph SA based on the normative
subgraph S in graph G is d(SA, S) ∗ P (SA|S), where the smaller the score, the
more anomalous the subgraph.

The advantage of graph-based anomaly detection is that the relationships
between entities can be analyzed for structural oddities in what could be a
rich set of information, as opposed to just the entities’ attributes. However,
graph-based approaches have been prohibitive due to computational constraints
since graph-based approaches typically perform subgraph isomorphism, a known
NP-complete problem. Yet, in order to use graph-based anomaly detection tech-
niques in a real-world environment, we need to take advantage of the struc-
tural/relational aspects found in dynamic, streaming data.

In order to test our approach, we will use the publicly available GBAD test
suite, as defined by [13]. Using a greedy beam search and a minimum description
length (MDL) heuristic, GBAD first discovers the “best” subgraph, or normative
pattern, in an input graph. The MDL approach is used to determine the best
subgraph(s) as the one that minimizes the following:

M(S,G) = DL(G|S) + DL(S)

where G is the entire graph, S is the subgraph, DL(G|S) is the description
length of G after compressing it using S, and DL(S) is the description length of
the subgraph. The complexity of finding the normative subgraph is constrained
to be polynomial by employing a bounded search when comparing two graphs.
Previous results have shown that a quadratic bound is sufficient to accurately
compare graphs in a variety of domains [13]. GBAD can discover three general
categories of anomalies in a graph; insertions, modifications and deletions. Inser-
tions would constitute the presence of an unexpected vertex or edge. Modifications
would consist of an unexpected label on a vertex or edge. Deletions would consti-
tute the unexpected absence of a vertex or edge. For more details regarding the
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GBAD algorithms, the reader can refer to [13]. In summary, the key to the GBAD
approach is that anomalies are discovered based upon small deviations from the
norm - not outliers, which are based upon significant statistical deviations from
the norm.

Table 3. Number of anomalies detected using TD = 0.35 based on graphs and datasets

Dataset Anomalies Graphs

Tweet Graph Mixed Graph

World Cup Keyword hijacking 0 (2) 2 (2)

Bogus link 5 (20) 20 (20)

Total 5 (22) 22 (22)

NATO Summit Keyword hijacking – –

Bogus link 5(11) 11(11)

Total 5 (11) 11 (11)

5 Experimentation and Results

The experimentation process involves running the GBAD tool2 on the Tweet
Graph and Mixed Graph constructed from both FIFA world cup and NATO
summit datasets. GBAD uses a compression technique to discover the normative
patterns in the graphs; the normative patterns are then used to identify the
anomalous structures. In other words, GBAD analyzes the complete dataset
through the lens of the selected normative patterns in order to discover the
anomalies - and in our case, the spam. We select TD = 0.35 as our anomaly
detection threshold for GBAD. Table 3 shows the number of anomalies detected
by the proposed approach using the normative patterns shown in Figs. 4 and 7
for the World Cup and NATO datasets respectively. We now discuss the results
of anomaly detection on each of the trending topics.

5.1 FIFA World Cup

The normative pattern reported by GBAD on the FIFA world cup dataset for
Tweet and Mixed Graph is shown in Fig. 4. The normative pattern for the Tweet
Graph (Fig. 4(a)) indicates that the tweet was posted by a Twitter handle on
July 2018 and has a hashtag of “worldcup” and mentions another twitter handle.
Using this normative pattern on Tweet Graph, we were able to discover only 5
anomalies (out of 22 anomalies) present on this dataset. The fewer number of
anomalies is reported by the Tweet Graph because the graph constructed using
just the text of the tweet is not able to provide enough context. Therefore, we
will extend the context by applying extra information from the news associated
2 www.gbad.info.
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Fig. 4. Normative pattern on World Cup Dataset (a) Tweet Graph (b) Mixed Graph

Fig. 5. Anomalous patterns reported in mixed graph (a) addition of node (b) deletion
of node person in FIFA world cup dataset

Fig. 6. Example screen-shot of (a) news and (b) tweet showing keyword hijacking
anomaly in world cup dataset

with the tweet in Mixed Graph. This will allow us to identify more informative
normative patterns and anomalies.

The normative pattern for the Mixed Graph (Fig. 4(b)) indicates that a tweet
posted by a Twitter handle in July of 2018 mentions news published in some
media and has a person, an organization, and a populated place. This normative
pattern provides extra information about the news besides tweet information.
Using this normative pattern on the Mixed Graph we discovered several types
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of anomalies. For example, the anomaly represented by Fig. 5(a) has an extra
node “timesofisrael.com” (shown as a red node) linked to a “media” node by an
edge “name”. In this particular case, GBAD reported the anomaly because the
tweet has the keywords “FIFA” and “WorldCup” but the link posted has news
not related to the world cup - instead it was political news from Israel. This
is an example of a keyword hijacking anomaly that we introduced earlier. The
screen shot of the tweet and news related to this anomaly is shown in Fig. 6.
Similarly, another instance of an anomaly (as shown in Fig. 5(b)) has a “person”
node missing from the normative patterns. Upon inspection, we find that the
tweet had two URLs; one was a legitimate URL that has real world cup news,
while the other was a link to a website that was not related to the World Cup.

5.2 NATO Summit

Figure 7 shows the normative pattern discovered by GBAD on the Tweet and
Mixed Graph for the NATO dataset. The normative pattern for the Tweet Graph
(as shown in Fig. 7(a)) indicates that a twitter handle posted a tweet in July of
2018 that has a person, an organization, and another twitter handle mentioned.
Using it for anomaly detection on the Tweet Graph, we are able to discover
only 5 anomalies (out of a total of 11 anomalies) on the NATO dataset. The
sub-graph representing these 5 anomalies present in Tweet Graph is shown in
Fig. 8(a) where the label of the node “person” in terms of the normative pattern
is modified into a label “hashtags” (represented by a red node).

However, the normative pattern discovered by GBAD on the Mixed Graph on
the NATO dataset (as shown in Fig. 7(b)) provides extra information about news
besides the information from the tweets. This normative pattern indicates that
a tweet posted by a Twitter handle in July of 2018 mentions news published in
some media that has a person “Donald Trump”. Using this normative pattern for
anomaly detection, we discover several anomalies. The anomalies represented by
the anomalous sub-graph in Fig. 8(b) has nodes “person” and “donald trump” in
the normative pattern modified to “organization” and “company” respectively
(marked by the red nodes). Further inspecting the instances of the anomaly
represented by this sub-graph, we discover that the tweet mentions two URLs.
The second URL is the legitimate URL that refers to the news about the NATO
summit, while the first URL links to a website called “robinhood.com” which
talks about investing in the stock market. This is not related to the NATO
summit. Hence, it is a bogus link (piggybacking) anomaly. The screen-shot of
the tweet and the website referred by the URL is shown in Fig. 9.

Table 3 shows the numbers and types of anomalies detected by our proposed
approach on both datasets. Running GBAD on just the Tweet Graph, we were
able to detect 5 out of 22 anomalies, while all known 22 anomalies were discovered
successfully using the Mixed Graph on the FIFA world cup dataset. Similarly,
in the NATO summit dataset, we were able to detect 5 anomalies using the
Tweet Graph, while all 11 anomalies were discovered using the Mixed Graph.
More anomalies are discovered using Mixed Graph in both cases because we
are able to extend the context by applying extra information from the news
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Fig. 7. Normative pattern on NATO Summit Dataset (a) Tweet Graph (b) Mixed
Graph.

Fig. 8. Anomalous patterns on (a) Tweet Graph (b) Mixed Graph in NATO dataset.

Fig. 9. Example screen-shot of (a) news and (b) tweet showing bogus link anomaly in
NATO summit dataset.

associated with a tweet. The fact that we were able to detect both types of
spam (keyword/hashtag hijacking and bogus link) using our approach supports
our first hypothesis: “Normal and anomalous behavior of a trending topic can be
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discovered using a graph-based tool on a graph representing named entities and
their relationship”. Though we were able to detect a few anomalies in the Tweet
Graph for both datasets, we are clearly more successful using the Mixed Graph,
which represents using multiple sources. This is because the graph constructed
using just the text of the tweet was not able to provide enough context. There
are cases where the content of the tweet (represented by Tweet graph) looks
normal, but after adding the information from the news, we can tell that the
tweet was, in fact, an anomaly. For example, the tweet shown in Fig. 9 looks
legitimate (couldn’t detect it as an anomaly in Tweet Graph), but after adding
the information referred by the tiny URL we are able to identify that the tweet
was spam (i.e. is detected as an anomaly in the Mixed graph). This demonstrates
our second hypothesis: “Adding information from the document referred by the
URL together with information from the tweet into the graph, anomalies that
could not be detected using just the information from tweet can be detected”.
Also, it is hard for the spammer to fabricate information in both the tweet and
the document referred to by the URL in the tweet. The proposed graph-based
approach exploits this type of dissimilarity in the content of the tweet and the
document for anomaly detection.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our graph-based approach. The
dataset is highly imbalanced because spam tweets are very few in comparison to
normal tweets. This challenges the interpretation of the standard evaluation met-
rics like accuracy or error rate [33–35]. For example, the FIFA world cup dataset
has a class ratio of almost 99:1 and 99% accuracy is achievable by always pre-
dicting the majority class (i.e., normal tweets). Therefore, accuracy or error rate
in this case does not provide adequate information on a classifier’s functionality
[33,35]. Other evaluation metrics that are frequently adopted in the research
community to provide comprehensive assessments of imbalanced learning prob-
lems are precision, recall, and F1-score [33,35]. The focus of learning algorithms
should be towards improving the recall, without sacrificing the precision. The
F1-score incorporates both precision and recall, and the “goodness” of a learning
algorithm for the minority class can be measured by the F1-score [35–37].

6.1 Baseline Approaches

In order to evaluate our approach, we compare our results against some well-
known approaches that deal with the detection of spam tweets.

Benevenuto et al. [1] proposes an approach to detect spam tweets as well
as the spam accounts using an SVM-based classifier. We compare our results
with their spam tweet detection approach. The SVM classifier for spam tweet
detection uses the following attributes for each tweet: number of words from a
list of spam words, number of hashtags per words, number of URLs per words,
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number of words, number of characters in the text, number of characters that are
numbers, number of URLs, number of hashtags, number of mentions, number of
times the tweet has been replied, and if the tweet was posted as a reply.

Chen et al. [11] extract 12 user and content-based features and conduct exper-
iments on different machine learning algorithms simulating various scenarios.
They conclude random forest was the best approach. Account age, number of fol-
lowers, followings, favorite users, list joined, and tweets posted are the user-based
features. Similarly, the number of digits, characters, URLS, hashtags, mentions,
and retweets on the tweet text are the content-based features. We compare the
result of our approach against the performance of the random forest.

Anantharam et al. [12] proposes an approach to spot topically anomalous
tweets in twitter streams by analyzing the content of the document pointed to
by the URLs in the tweets in preference to their textual content. They manually
identify reliable sources of information and compute the average cosine similar-
ity Simavg amongst them. For every incoming tweet, they compute the cosine
similarity between the document pointed to by the URL in the tweet and each of
the trusted documents, then calculate the maximum cosine similarity Simmax. If
this maximum cosine similarity is less than the average cosine similarity among
trusted documents (i.e. Simmax < Simavg), the tweet is flagged as an anomaly.

Boididou et al. [18] proposes a semi-supervised framework that relies on two
independent classification models built on the training data using tweet-based
(TB) and user-based features (UB). Both models are built using a bagging tech-
nique. At prediction time, an agreement-based retraining strategy is employed
(fusion) to combine the outputs of these two models (in a semi-supervised man-
ner) which increases the generalization capabilities of the framework given tweets
from a new unknown event. A corpus of labeled posts is necessary to build these
classification models.

6.2 Discussion

We now present the performance evaluation of the proposed approach and the
baseline approaches in terms of precision (P), recall (R), and F1-score. The
performance score is shown in Table 4.

Using an anomaly detection threshold, TD = 0.35, without any other param-
eters, we are able to get a recall of 100% on both datasets. This indicates that the
proposed graph-based approach can successfully detect spam tweets in trending
topics. The higher recall is good for any anomaly detection problem, however,
one also wants to achieve high precision or F1-score. The trade-off between pre-
cision and recall can be decided according to the need of our system. With some
tradeoff on recall we are able to improve precision and F1-score by tuning GBAD
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Table 4. Performance evaluation on both dataset

Approach P R F1-score

World Cup Dataset

Graph-based (non-parametric) 0.156 1.0 0.270

Graph-based (parametric) 0.516 0.727 0.603

Benevenuto et al. [1] 0.799 0.181 0.296

Chen et al. [11] 0.783 0.459 0.575

Anantharam et al. [12] 0.235 0.364 0.286

Boididou et al. [18] 0.692 0.409 0.514

NATO Summit Dataset

Graph-based (non-parametric) 0.136 1.0 0.239

Graph-based (parametric) 0.539 0.636 0.583

Benevenuto et al. [1]a 0.333 0.022 0.042

Chen et al. [11] 0.519 0.30 0.361

Anantharam et al. [12] 0.235 0.364 0.286

Boididou et al. [18] 0.375 0.272 0.315
aThis approach was unable to classify spam on the NATO
dataset, so we up-sampled spam tweets to make the spam to
no-spam ratio ≈1:50

parameters3. Although the result of our parametric approach demonstrates the
modest F1-score, the result can be easily modified based on our need (whether we
need higher recall or higher precision). We present the result of both parametric
as well as non-parametric approach in Table 4.

Our parametric approach has better performance in terms of recall and F1-
score against all four baseline approaches on the FIFA World Cup dataset. Ben-
evenuto et al. Chen et al. and Boididou et al. have better precision than our
approach. However, the low recall and F1-score by these approaches indicates
that our proposed graph-based approach has superior performance. Similarly, on
the NATO summit dataset, our graph-based (parametric) approach has a better
performance in terms of all metrics when comparing with all four baseline meth-
ods. Benevenuto et al. and Chen et al. use a machine learning approach that is
more likely to be affected by the imbalanced nature of the data. Benevenuto et
al. use a 1:3 ratio of spam to non-spam data in their original work while Chen
et al. use 1:19. The dataset used in our experiment has a spam to non-spam
ratio of ≈1:100. The low performance of these two approaches is because of their
inflexibility in a highly imbalanced dataset. Also, Benevenuto et al. Chen et al.
and Boididou et al. require a labeled dataset for training their classifier. How-
ever, our proposed graph-based approach is unsupervised and is not affected by
the class imbalance problem. In fact, the performance of the proposed approach

3 We use maxAnomalousScore = 24 for FIFA World Cup and maxAnomalous
Score = 52 for NATO Summit datasets.
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gets better in the data where the spam is rare (see definition of an anomaly in
Sect. 4.4) which is usually the case in a Twitter trending topic. The approach by
Anantharam et al. needs a predefined reliable information source for each topic,
making it less flexible in real-time Twitter trends where new topics are evolving
quickly. Also, the context generated (named entities and their relationships) from
both the tweet and the document referred to by the URL in the tweet as used
in Mixed Graph is hard to fabricate by the spammer. Furthermore, the better
recall and F1-score in comparison to the existing approaches make our proposed
unsupervised graph-based approach a solid approach for spam detection in a
trending topic.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose an unsupervised graph-based approach that leverages
the relationship between the named entities present in the content of the tweet
and the document referenced by the URL mentioned in the tweet for detecting
possible spam. Our graph-based approach has superior performance in terms of
recall and F1-score to that of existing approaches. Graphs provide a powerful
machinery for effectively capturing the long-range correlations among interde-
pendent data objects/entities. This interdependent nature of the data can be
represented as an edge between each entity represented as nodes. We further
claimed that a better understanding of patterns and anomalies associated with
an entity like person, place, or activity, cannot be realized through a single infor-
mation source, but better insight can be realized using multiple information
sources simultaneously. We were able to discover new and unknown anomalies
in the Mixed Graph which were not discovered in a Tweet Graph. We demon-
strated this by collecting tweets relating to two different trending topics. Our
approach focuses on the detection of spam tweets instead of the spam account.
And the detection of the spam tweet can be useful for filtering spam in near real-
time, while the detection of a spam account is about identifying such accounts
retrospectively and blocking them so that they cannot spread future spam.

Although our research showed some good results, we were limited to static
graphs. However, since the Twitter social graph can be extremely huge, graph
construction and analysis can be time and resource consuming. If we think of a
near real-time anomaly detection tool in social media or the web, it should be
able to handle data that comes in streams. So, in the future we would like to
focus on analyzing a near real-time feed by converting data streams into graph
streams. Our experimentation was done on data sets of two trending topics,
but we would like to extend it to more topics and test the robustness of the
proposed approach. While our approach is not designed to discover anomalies
in tweets that do not have URLs, discovering anomalies in tweets with URLs
is key because it is reported that 90% of anomalous tweets contain unrelated
or misleading URLs [1,3]. We would also like to use this approach for proactive
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criminal/terrorist activity detection by fusing multiple social media feeds. This
is because we believe this anomaly detection technique will be able to track
the change in behavior of an individual, particularly in terms of an individual’s
communications and transactions that may be represented in a graph.
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